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THERMAL IMAGE EQUIPMENT
INFRA-RED CAMERAS

Infinite Security Solutions (ISS), is a leading Business Risk
Management and Security Consultancy which has built up a strong
and close relationship with a number of Technical Partners so as to
provide our clients with a comprehensive range of appropriate, “fit-
for-purpose” equipment and systems in order to deliver effective
and customised security solutions to meet their needs and
objectives.

One of our Specialist Products is the Thermal Image Camera.

Thermal Image Systems are powerful tools in the fight against crime. They
allow you to see suspects in total darkness, through smoke, and light
foliage. A Thermal Image handheld thermal imaging camera allows you to
see the suspect, without revealing your own location.

Contrary to other technologies, thermal imaging cameras need no light
whatsoever to produce a crisp image. They can see through light fog and
smoke, in practically all weather conditions. This makes them the perfect
tools for security and law enforcement applications. They produce a crisp
image even on the darkest of nights.

Thermal imaging cameras do not only produce a clear image in total
darkness, they are also extremely useful during daylight. Thermal contrast
is extremely difficult to mask. Someone trying to hide in shadows or
bushes and people that are trying to camouflage themselves, will become
clearly visible on a thermal image. Thermal imaging cameras are also not
blinded by glare from the sun. They produce a crisp image in practically
all weather conditions.

Law enforcement missions require officers to respond in a
moment’s notice. Thermal Image’s line of thermal camera systems
for law enforcement operations give officers the tactical advantage
they need to respond effectively and safely, whenever they’re
called.

Thermal Image Systems thermal imaging cameras are being used

worldwide by police and customs departments and by private

security companies that are sending walking patrols out to secure

an area.

There is no longer a need to use the less effective night vision

technology.


